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featured on aaliyahs final album, the pop and r&b duo worked on a song which went to the finale.
the harmony in the track is intricate, and the song is one that is reminiscent of aaliyahs baritone
singing style. the song makes use of bass, guitar and a powerful piano hook. this song is one of the
few moments where aaliyah sounds at her best. the song was officially released on the one in a
million single, but also appears on the definitive collection as an unreleased track. well, aaliyah
represented a completely different era of hip-hop, but the barrage of critics she faced while living in
the streets of new york city as a teen would cause her to reach higher notes than ever before. her
most memorable contribution to the genre however was as the original cover for the bad boys ii
soundtrack in 2003. her cover would go to become a staple on the urban radio stations as it was
arguably the hardest song on the entire album. her cover of 100 miles away would be the biggest
rap song of her career and was the last time any artist that wasnt signed to a major label would ever
place a rap song on the top 10 of the billboard hot 100. now, the song clocks in at 11 on the hot 100.
most importantly, she always had some of the most effective lyrics of any female rapper. and while
she was already at the apex of her career, b. kress alright, the original wasn’t that great, but this
homage is actually very fitting for her. aaliyah had a great ear for haunting melodies and even a bit
of an ear for bebop. while the mainstream music world cared for producer timbaland, the hip-hop
heads knew that aaliyah was the future. with her assertive harmonized vocals, smooth riffs and eerie
lyrics that would resurface in less than two years, aaliyah would have a lasting impact on the
industry for years to come.
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